
Tourists choose
their own adventure in 
California’s High Desert
By Juanita Metzger

THE WIND is the only sound above the 

absolute quiet. There hasn’t been another car 

for at least 20 minutes. There are no more 

hydro poles in the distance on the bumpy 

washboard dirt road. 

But this just means we are heading in the 

right direction. 

We are looking for Boulder Gardens on 

a road named God’s Way Love, one of the 

intriguing locations on a map from a non-

profi t arts and culture organization called 

High Desert Test Sites. 

Passing roads with names like Gamma Gulch 

and Pipes Canyon Road is a reminder that 

the landscape defi nes everything here in the 

southeast California desert. >>

D E S T I N AT I O N SD

The landscape is barren and 
beautiful in the High Desert 
whether hiking in Joshua Tree 
National Park or exploring un-
usual outposts on roads like God’s 
Way Love. 
Photography • Juanita Metzger
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>> But turn through the gates to Boulder 

Gardens and there’s another unexpected 

discovery. Nestled in the middle of towering 

granite boulders are cooling ponds of water, 

trickling streams, green waving willow trees 

and … Wait. Is that kale growing in the 

garden?

For 30 years, Garth Bowles has been 

building and nurturing this natural 

sanctuary of permaculture gardens and eco 

buildings as a reminder of what is possible 

when we co-exist with nature. 

It’s hard to believe this oasis exists, much 

less being able to pinpoint it on a map. 

Thank goodness for local directions because 

Google maps and GPS just don’t cut it out 

here in the remote parts of a region known 

as the High Desert. 

This is pioneer territory. 

Still, as in the 1940s and ’50s when this 

area was settled, this land attracts those on 

a quest for adventure, discovery, escape, 

freedom and the unexpected. 

The High Desert includes places like  

Victorville, Wonder Valley, Twentynine 

Palms, Yucca Valley, Pioneertown, parts 

of the old Route 66, the Mojave National 

Preserve and Joshua Tree. 

Yes, Joshua Tree is a real place, not just 

the name of a U2 album from 1987 or the 

variety of yucca tree that inspired The Lorax 

of Dr. Seuss’ imagination. 

The village exists today as a vibrant desert 

community, humming with the life of 

artists, desert and wildlife preservationists, 

ranchers, those escaping the metropolis of 

Los Angeles and the descendents of those 

who first settled the area. 

And it is a perfect home base for a High 

Desert adventure. 

The village of Joshua Tree is smaller and 

less commercialized than nearby Twenty-

nine Palms and Yucca Valley so you can 

have a more authentic desert experience. 

With its close proximity to prominent 

wilderness destinations such as the 

Mojave National Preserve, the San Jacinto 

Mountains and the exceptional Joshua Tree 

National Park, you can’t go wrong.

•••

The High Desert is an unofficial term for 

geographic areas of southeast California 

defined by elevation above sea level (over 

3,000 ft. or 914 m) and unique vegetation 

found only in these areas. 

Many areas in the High Desert were settled 

after the Small Tract Act in 1938, where 

the United States government disposed 

of thousands of acres of “useless” federal 

lands — in other words, lands that had no 

economic value. 

The Small Tract Act authorized the lease 

of up to five acres of land. If residents were 

able to build a dwelling or shelter on their 

land within three years of their lease, they 

had the option to purchase the parcel of 

land, which averaged $10 to $20 an acre. 

The landscape became dotted with small 

“jackrabbit” cabins and homesteads as 

people pursued the American Dream of 

owning a piece of land.

Decades later, many of these homesteads 

and cabins sit dilapidated and abandoned. 

Some cabins are being purchased, restored 

and rebuilt in the spirit of the early settlers. 

Still, this landscape dotted with ramshackle 

and burned-out buildings appears other-

worldly from the highways and back roads. 

But it’s also an invitation to discover: what 

happened here? 

Communities in the High Desert may 

still be off the beaten path today, but they 

have become a haven for the winter weary 

northern resident. In addition to pleasant 

winter temperatures, averaging 17 to 24 

C, the arts and culture, outdoor adventure 

pursuits, history, geology and unusual sites 

are enough to keep anyone exploring for 

weeks at a time. >>

The night sky adds a layer of eerie splendor to the 

landscape (above). The photo at right shows one of 

the buildings known as jackrabbit homesteads, which 

are often for sale, including a few acres of land.

Photography • Juanita Metzger
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•••

>>Joshua Tree National Park, minutes 

from the village of Joshua Tree, is a mecca 

for the outdoor adventurers and nature en-

thusiasts. Named for the curiously unusual 

tree with mop-like needles at the end of 

long limbs reaching to the sky, this national 

park offers a variety of activities for all 

levels of experience and ability. Mild winter 

temperatures, without the extreme heat of 

summer, make this an ideal time to visit.

Adequate water and food is a necessity 

even if you are simply driving through 

the park. The only potable water is at the 

visitors’ centres near the park boundaries. 

Park rangers rescue people every year who 

come ill-prepared for the extreme condi-

tions. This is one adventure for which you 

want to be over-prepared as there is no 

winging it when things go wrong. 

The geological rock formations will 

fascinate every visitor to Joshua Tree 

National Park, but with more than 400 

climbing formations and 800 climbing 

routes, the park has quickly become an 

international destination for climbers. The 

park has 10 mountains with elevations over 

5,000 ft. (1,524 m) and they are popular 

with “peak-baggers” who make it their goal 

to hike all of them.

The grippy nature of the monzogranite 

boulders and the vertical fissures are 

ideal for rock scrambling, bouldering and 

traditional climbing. 

Joshua Tree Outfitters rents climbing gear 

and has access to guides for people wanting 

to experience climbing for the first time. 

You never know when this skill might 

come in handy on the next chapter of your 

adventure.   

Hiking and nature trails are the best and 

easiest ways to satisfy your desert quest. 

Whether you head for a mountain peak 

vista, an old mine or ranch site, if you are 

even casually observant, you will be able 

to find and identify many desert plants 

and flowers. You might be rewarded with 

wildlife sightings of birds, reptiles and four-

legged animals. 

Park rangers and volunteers offer excellent 

guided hikes and evening programs that 

will help you appreciate the park’s wonders. 

Joshua Tree National Park is also popular 

with back-country hikers and horseback 

riders because of its unique, remote nature. 

This is recommended only for experienced 

hikers or with a guide. Mountain biking 

and four-wheel drive vehicles are also 

permitted in the park but only on estab-

lished roads in order to protect designated 

wilderness areas. 

Guidebooks, topographic maps and a 

compass, even a GPS (and knowing how 

to use it) are essential tools for any kind 

of hike off the established trails. It’s easy 

to get disoriented in the desert when rock 

formations look strangely similar and there 

are not many landscape features to use as 

reference points. 

The desert is no place for taking unneces-

sary risks, but a well planned exploration 

will have you scouting your next quest in 

no time. 

I already have one: Samuelson’s Rocks is 

my next Joshua Tree “seek and find.” In 

the late 1920s, a Swedish immigrant by 

the name of John Samuelson worked on a 

ranch owned by John Keys in what is now 

the park boundary. He must have had a 

lot of time on his hands since he carved 

eight stones with inscriptions detailing his 

philosophical and political views on life. 

Ninety years later, they remain. And I plan 

to find them. 

•••

Communities of the High Desert are all 

unique destinations and look nothing like 

“Anywhere, U.S.A.” Events and activities 

are seldom tourist-oriented — the towns 

are primarily geared to the people who live 

there — but visitors are welcomed with 

great hospitality. 

Gallery openings, naturalist courses, 

farmers’ markets, history lectures, concerts, 

geology and environmental talks, and yoga 

classes are all great ways to find the pulse of 

the local community. 

Artists, architects and independent 

designers bring a vibrant and dynamic vibe 

to the High Desert. Regular traffic flow from 

nearby Palm Springs, San Diego and Los 

Angeles is enough to entice young entre-

preneurs to set up shop in these smaller 

communities. 

The independent shops in Yucca Valley 

are worth an afternoon visit. Retro desert 

décor, vintage clothing, boots, blankets, 

handmade jewelry and desert antiques 

unlike anything you will find at home await 

the patient and intrepid shopper. The shop 

owners are incredibly friendly and more 

than willing to help you find that perfect 

desert-inspired item. 

The Sky Village Swap Meet is a must-see 

in Yucca Valley. For decades, a >>

Top photo: The Integratron, built in 

the 1950s as a time machine and 

rejuvenator, hosts yoga, meditation 

retreats and sound baths.

Above photo: One of the installa-

tions in the Noah Purifoy Outdoor 

Desert Art Museum. Admission is 

free and completely worth the visit.

Photography • Juanita Metzger

The Integratron (top photo) began in the 1950s as a 

time machine and rejuvenator. These days it hosts 

yoga and meditation retreats, arts events and the very 

popular “sound baths.

1175 King Street North, St. Jacobs, ON N0B 2N0
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>> community of shop owners has hosted 

this family-friendly, old-fashioned fl ea 

market on weekends. Arrive early on a 

Saturday morning for the best selection 

because the deals go quickly. Many of the 

shops appear to be permanent and their 

desert “antiques” have become part of the 

landscape. 

It all adds to the zany vibe of the place. Go 

with an adventurous mindset and you won’t 

be disappointed. Be sure to order some 

food from the Sky Café, just so you can 

hear your name called over the intercom 

system when it’s ready.

For a completely different experience of 

artistic culture, spend a few days exploring 

the High Desert Test Sites, a contemporary 

and local arts organization that inserts art 

into daily life and the desert landscape. 

Installations placed in the outdoor environ-

ment are intended to remain in the context 

for which it was created. This means the art 

stays there until it falls over or succumbs to 

the elements. 

Between its biennial art extravaganza, 

High Desert Test Sites hosts temporary art 

installations and exhibitions, workshops, 

fi lms, cultural tours and pop up events 

like a secret restaurant at a remote desert 

location, with the details revealed to guests 

at the last minute.

 The best way to dip a toe into this world 

is to download their driving tour map that 

will take you to corners of the High Desert 

you would never fi nd any other way. As you 

choose your own adventure, literally, the 

twists and turns of the road give you the 

chance to meet artists and locals who take 

an active role in shaping the development 

of their own community. 

I highly recommend Garth’s Boulder 

Garden (Pioneertown), the World Famous 

Crochet Museum, Krblin Jihn Cabin 

and Noah Purifoy’s Outdoor Desert Art 

Museum, all in Joshua Tree. 

•••

But most of all, you need to visit the 

Integratron in Landers, 20 minutes north of 

Joshua Tree. 

The Integratron is a creation of the 

inventor and aeronautics specialist George 

Van Tasel who believed the electromagnetic 

forces in the earth around Landers and 

Giant Rock had healing powers. Van Tasel 

also claimed to be a “contactee,” having 

received the idea for the Integratron from 

occupants of a space ship from Venus that 

visited him in the early 1950s. 

Originally designed by Van Tasel as a time 

machine and rejuvenator, this one-of-a-kind 

building, constructed of wood, concrete, 

glass and Fiberglas, is an acoustically 

perfect sound chamber and is the perfect 

setting for the “sound baths,” yoga and 

mediation retreats and night sky events 

now hosted there. 

The “sound bath” experience is worth 

every penny of the $25 fee for this one- 

hour deep relaxation. 

The sound of deeply resonant tonal 

quartz crystal bowls played in a multi-wave 

sequence does seem to have an energetic 

effect on the body and mind. Electricity 

fi zzes in the air and the vibrations appear to 

come from every direction at once. 

You might try this just to say it’s the 

weirdest thing you’ve every experienced in 

California, but you could also tell tall tales 

of eluding a spaceship that was angling 

for your capture during a “sonic healing” 

session in the middle of the desert.

If the cosmos and interplanetary wonders 

fi gure into your travel plans, Landers and 

other locations across the High Desert are 

well known for their exceptionally dark 

night skies. Sky watchers and astronomers 

search out the mysteries of the night skies 

at observatories such as the Sky’s the Limit 

Observatory and Nature Center just outside 

Joshua Tree. 

Meteor showers during the summer 

months attract hundreds of watchers 

who marvel that the sky becomes almost 

touchable during the peak nights. The 

night sky also provides a good challenge 

for photographers experimenting with long 

exposure and light levels. 

Slightly farther afi eld and north of Joshua 

Tree, the old national highway, the famous 

Route 66 reveals a time warp of ghostly 

towns, forgotten destinations from another 

era and roads that appear to lead nowhere. 

Near Amboy, on Route 66, a 250-foot 

cone unexpectedly rises from the fl at desert 

horizon. Remnants of a volcanic eruption 

6,000 years ago, the remaining Amboy 

Crater makes an interesting day hike. It is 

particularly eye-catching from late January to 

March when the wild fl owers are in bloom. 

While in Amboy (population 20), stop 

at Roy’s Motel and Café, a time capsule of 

early 1950s kitsch, then carry on down the 

road until you come to the next interesting 

thing that piques your interest. 

Once you get started exploring in the High 

Desert, it’s hard to stop. Your return fl ight 

might be the only thing that gets you off the 

side roads and onto the highway heading 

for home. 

I heard someone describe their desert 

community as “Planet Joshua Tree … like 

earth, only better.” I have to agree. 

The High Desert has a soulful personal-

ity that is genuine and full of energy. It 

hums with a rhythm that is unparalleled 

anywhere else. As you are planning your 

winter destination getaway, take the road 

less travelled and see where it leads. It 

defi nitely leads to adventure and the rest is 

up to you to choose. 

If you go: 
High Desert Test Sites: 
www.highdeserttestsites.com 

Yucca Valley: www.yucca-valley.org 

The Sky’s the Limit Observatory and 
Nature Center: www.skysthelimit29.org

Historic Route 66: www.national66.org 

Joshua Tree National Park: 
www.nps.gov/jotr/index.htm

Joshua Tree Outfi tters: 
www.joshuatreeoutfi tters.com

The Integratron: www.integratron.com 

This is one of two marble lions known to 

travellers as “guardians of Route 66.”
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